Meet Marketing

Anna Ryan, Junior, Raytown High School, Head of Marketing
Anna joined the program because she has always had an interest in both outer space and writing and figured that working as a member of the marketing team would be the perfect opportunity to combine both interests. She has learned how to work with deadlines, communicate with other teams, and convey the information she’s gathered into an article. The program has pushed her to delve deeper into how things work, a process that she applies to her role as main writer for all of the blog posts. After high school, she plans on attending Mizzou or Washington University in St. Louis to get a degree in Journalism, then working for a newspaper or magazine (like National Geographic) where she will apply the investigation and writing skills she’s learned from the program. Her advice to those interested in STEM is, “Pursue what you’re good at while also working with what you are interested in. Even if you’re not very adept at science and technology you can still find a way to contribute your own skill set to the field.”